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Will Fed be able to move swiftly on the upside?

Forex hedged 10y UST yields are the most NEGATIVE they have been in over a decade, with FX

hedged UST yields for Japanese investors at -1% & for EU investors at -1.44%, despite 10y UST

yields at the HIGHEST levels in over a decade. Would a Japanese insurer buy a UST yielding -1%

after hedging for FX risk when 10y JGB’s yield 0.25%? What happens when foreign investors

start dumping their UST holdings in an illiquid bond market? Still thinking of 7% policy rate?

• Fed St. Louis, President James Bullard, released an update which says “Even under the most

generous assumptions, the policy rate is not yet in a zone that may be considered sufficiently

restrictive (means level of policy rate that is adequate to control inflation)”. He mentioned that

hikes so far have had a limited impact on inflation.

• He was referring to the ‘Taylor rule’ which is widely accepted in monetary policy discussions in

past 30 years. As per this, the range for policy rate laid out is between 5–7% in generous to less

generous scenario. Presently, we are at 3.75-4% on the policy rate.

• Markets were quick to interpret this as indication of a more hawkish stance going ahead with 3

mo /10 year treasury yield curve inversion falling back to 2019 lows.

• As discussed in our past updates, with US Debt/GDP at ~130% and Fiscal deficit ~10%; US faces

a huge dilemma as at 4.5% rate interest costs could be ~29% of total federal tax receipt.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/pine-tree-macro-952b86238/
https://twitter.com/home
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Are calls for peak inflation premature?

What if inflation reading drops from here (we are nearing 1st anniversary of Ukraine war and base

effect could kick in) and Central banks reverse course....only to realize that this time inflation is more

'structural' and not transitory.

We are now in a higher inflation regime vs the past. (Source: Credit from Macro to Micro)

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=inflation&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn:li:activity:6999258517450711040
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=structural&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn:li:activity:6999258517450711040
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=transitory&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn:li:activity:6999258517450711040
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Equities tend to bottom several months (at least) before the rest of the victims (earnings, payroll,

GDP) of a recession.

For ex - during Eisenhower recession equities bottomed in December 1957, while earnings did not

bottom until a year later. GDP and payrolls also didn’t start to improve until the middle of 1958.

You will see the same pattern during the 1970’s stagflation, the 1980’s double dip recession, the

S&L crisis of the 1990’s, the Global Financial Crisis and the COVID pandemic
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What is the importance of currency in the overall return?

Removing currency factors, half of ACWI markets are above their 200-day averages; but soon as

you get USD impact on returns into picture this number moves down to ~23% (Chart Source: JC

Parets
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If we are in the early trends of entering into a new commodity bull market then likely the odds

of a global recession and a change in the macroeconomy could be very high and severe not

seen in decades.

Historically, equities enter secular bear markets during commodity bulls & there’s a high

probability that markets at best will be flat for 10 years, sort of like 1966-1982 time period’

(Source: Warran pies & Stanley Druckenmiller)
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Chart from Michael Cembalest showing that its not developed world millennials; but

Asia high net worth accounts who probably are feeling the most pain from Crypto

volatility.
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Pine Tree Macro Pvt Ltd (“Pine Tree”): This information provided is for the exclusive and

confidential use of the addressee only. Any distribution, use or reproduction of this information

without the prior written permission of Pine Tree is strictly prohibited. The information and any

material provided in this document or in any communication containing a link to Pine Tree’s

website is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or

country where such distribution or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would

subject Pine Tree to any registration requirement within such jurisdiction or country. Neither the

information, nor any material or opinion contained in this document constitutes a solicitation or

offer by Pine Tree or its, directors and employees to buy or sell any securities, futures, options or

other financial instruments or provide any investment advice or service. We do not represent that the

information and any material provided on this website is accurate or complete. Pine Tree makes

every effort to use reliable, comprehensive information; but makes no representations or warranties,

express or implied or assumes any liability for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any

information contained in this document. All investments are subject to market risks. In no event will

Pine Tree or its directors and employees be liable for any damages including without limitation

direct or indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages, losses or expenses arising out of and

in connection with this website, or in connection with any failure of performance, error, omission,

interruption, defect, delay in operation or transmission, computer virus or system failure.


